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A dozen years after announcing their intention to modernize Community Reinvestment 
Act (CRA) regulations, three federal agencies–the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (OCC), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (Fed) and Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC)–issued a joint notice of proposed rulemaking May 5 to 
strengthen and modernize the CRA. 
 
The new proposal aims to make CRA regulations more transparent and objective. It 
also addresses a significant change in how banking works, as online services have 
made physical bank addresses less dominant. The proposed rules come after 
discussion that began in 2010 when the agencies announced their intention to revise 
the CRA regulations and included a 2020 rule by the OCC that was later withdrawn. 
 
Buzz Roberts, president and CEO of the National Association of Affordable Housing 
Lenders and a leader in the campaign for CRA reform, said the proposed rule would be 
a significant improvement. 
 
“Particularly for community development, this proposal provides greater clarity, flexibility 
and weight for activities such as low-income housing tax credit [LIHTC] and new 
markets tax credit [NMTC] developments,” said Roberts. He said that banks and 
communities will benefit from increased clarity, consistency, predictability and 
transparency with CRA regulations, as well as more flexibility with geography. 
 
Roberts highlighted the importance of the CRA, which was introduced in 1977 to 
encourage banks to increase involvement in lower-income communities and businesses 
where the banks do business. 
 
“The CRA is the primary driver of community development,” Roberts said. “U.S. 
community development policy–whether tax credits or other community development 
policy–is geared to leveraging private capital. The primary source of private capital is 
banks and the primary motivation for banks in community development is the CRA.  
Sometimes we take the CRA for granted and don’t think about what a powerful 
influencer it is. We need to take it seriously and see this proposal as a huge 
opportunity.” 
 
If adopted, the updated rules would be the first significant interagency revision to the 
CRA since 1995. 
 
Three-Part Test Would Shift to Two Parts 
The most prominent change for community development in the proposed CRA 
regulations would be a shift from the three-part test for large banks (50% lending, 25% 



investments, 25% services) to a combination of retail and community development 
tests. 
 
The retail test would be made up of 45% lending and 15% products, creating 60% of the 
total score. The remaining 40% would be a community development test, made up of 
30% financing (either lending or investment) and 10% services. 
 
There is a proposed shift to a numerical metric, but not at the pace of the 2020 
proposed OCC rule. The new proposed rule includes an implementation timeline in 
which there would continue to be qualitative evaluations while data is collected, with a 
transition to a numerical metric with specific benchmarks. 
 
One concern voiced by community development stakeholders is that banks could 
potentially meet the financing portion of the community development test purely through 
lending, leaving out community development investment. There will likely be requests 
during the comment period to mitigate that possibility. For example, Roberts suggested 
it would be important for the final rule to offer additional consideration for LIHTC, NMTC 
and other equity investments. 
 
Benefit for Community Development 
Roberts said he expects the proposed CRA regulations to drive more investment in 
community development tax incentives. 
 
“Banks would get credit for LIHTC or NMTC activities anywhere in the country, which is 
a huge plus,” he said. “We’ve seen a tremendous disparity between the so-called CRA 
hot spots and deserts and that should diminish substantially.” 
 
Roberts also said the proposal would grant full credit to all LIHTC financing–including 
debt. That’s true even if less than half the units in a financed property are tax credit 
units. 
 
Roberts said the proposal includes provisions for CRA credit for factors often present in 
community development properties: Such things as being in persistent poverty counties, 
high-poverty census tracts, and high-opportunity areas, as well as building 
developments for low-income people, as distinguished from those with moderate 
incomes. 
 
“Not every tax credit deal will meet those standards, but they are a big plus,” Roberts 
said. “If you put all those things together, banks will be able to get more CRA 
consideration for more LIHTC and NMTC deals, so it will increase the competition.  
LIHTC project debt will unequivocally count. There’s been confusion about that.” 
 
Roberts said the eligibility of historic tax credit and opportunity zone (OZ) investments 
for CRA credit will be more situational. 
 



“If historic or OZ deals contribute to low- or moderate-income (LMI) community 
revitalization–without displacement–or serve an LMI clientele, they will get CRA 
consideration,” Roberts said. “Of course, not all historic or OZ deals do that. You’ve got 
to look at the content of the deal.” 
 
While the neighborhood homes tax credit (NHTC) is not enacted, the CRA proposal 
would affect how banks would receive positive consideration for NHTC-related 
investments and loans, if it were to be enacted. NHTC financing targeted to low- and 
moderate-income homebuyers and homeowners (those earning no more than 80% of 
the area median income) would be eligible for positive CRA consideration, but eligibility 
for homes located in distressed communities is less clear. 
 
Joint Ruling Significant 
The fact that the proposal for the new regulations was made jointly by the Fed, FDIC 
and OCC is important. 
 
“It’s a big deal,” Roberts said. “It’s funny how these expectations get set–until the OCC 
went off on its own, it had been normal for the three agencies to do CRA regulations 
jointly.” 
 
Roberts highlighted some variation from that tradition in the early 2000s, but said that 
for most of the CRA regulations’ 45-year history, rules have been made jointly. 
 
“It’s critically important that you have a consistent policy for all the agencies,” Roberts 
said. “Think of it from the perspective of a developer: You want to approach a bank for 
financing, but the notion that that bank’s CRA obligations varies according to who its 
prudential supervisory agency would be complicated and confusing. 
 
“If you’re a developer [in that scenario], you would have to know Bank X is regulated by 
the FDIC, Bank Y is regulated by the Fed and Bank Z is regulated by OCC. You would 
have to know two or three different policies that drive how banks are thinking about this. 
That’s crazy and very hard for developers or other stakeholders to work with.” 
 
What’s Next 
Roberts said community development stakeholders should weigh in on the proposal 
before the comment period ends Aug. 5. He said he expects the three agencies to work 
on finalizing the rule by the end of 2022. 
 
“That’s a tall order because interagency coordination is inherently very challenging,” 
Roberts said. “But the agencies have been working together for so many years on CRA 
and over the past year or so on this particular proposal that I’m hopeful they can do it.” 
He recognizes hurdles for the 679-page document. 
 
“There’s going to be a lot of very constructive commentary on this proposal,” he said. 
“For them to consider that and put a final rule to bed by the end of the year is a 
challenge. They will have five months to do it, which is pretty tight.” 



 
The rules would be in effect the first day of the first quarter that falls at least 60 days 
after the final rule is published and the examinations would begin two years later. If the 
rule is finalized in December, for instance, the regulations would be effective April 1, 
2023, and the examinations would begin April 1, 2025. 
 
Roberts said banks will face challenges in implementing the new requirements, 
including updates to data systems and management of the CRA program. 
“Banks have a ton of work to do to adapt to the new regime,” he  said. 
 


